Over a Century of Steel Fabricating Excellence

May’s Edition of Kennedy Tank Talk


Kennedy Tank Special Gets Ready for Top Speeds!
o There is no better time of year in Indianapolis than the month of May! Pat Kennedy will be
driving the Kennedy Tank Special at the Speedway on Friday morning at speeds north of 140
miles per hour. Kennedy Tank sponsored numerous cars in the 500 and had a best finish of 8 th
place in 1936! Big Shout out to Jack Harvey who is starting in 25th position in this year’s 500, Go
Jack Go!



We ramped up our spend on four major capital improvements in May!
o The team made four purchases to increase our safety, quality, capacity and efficiency recently. A
55-ton Terex rough terrain yard crane and a 5-ton overhead crane will help us lift and move more
material and stay safer. We also purchase a circle burner and nozzle welder from Circle Welding
Innovations to help speed up production and increase quality on thick vessels.
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Need a rush heat exchanger, re-tube, or shell replacement, come to Kennedy Tank!
o During the month of May the team took part in several rush heat exchanger jobs in which we
were able to exceed our customer’s expectations. In one instance, we received a call about the
need for an expedited heat exchanger and were able to quote, engineer, fabricate, and deliver a
new unit within 3.5 weeks which resulted in enormous savings for the customer!



Available Capacity in the shop!
o We do have room in our production schedule for both large and small projects! Our largest
project of the year recently shipped which has opened up some capacity in our shop. Let us
know what we can do to help you with your next heat exchanger, pressure vessel, or tank
project!
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